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Motivation

I Aim: model large energy systems efficiently.

I Approach: find an equivalent model (reduced in size) trying
to capture the behavior of the original.

I Challenge: A good equivalent system should perform well
under many different scenarios.



Idea for aggregating power systems

1. Solve the ac powerflow in the original system.

2. Compute an equivalent power system based on results from step
1 (eg, using clustering).

3. Add powerflow on original lines to compute flow on equivalent
lines.

4. Combine voltage at original buses to compute voltage at
equivalent buses.

5. Find equivalent bus shunt and line parameters that fit the ac
powerflow equations.



Demonstration in the Spine Toolbox



Open questions

1. Is (spatial) aggregation necessary? What alternatives do we have
to model large energy systems?

2. Is aggregation possible? How to make it work?

3. How should aggregation work in the case of integrated energy
systems?



Backup slides



Idea in detail

1. Solve the AC powerflow in the original system:

find v , pf (1)
s.t. kcl(v , pf , (gs, bs), . . .) = 0 (2)

ohm(v , pf , (r , x , bl , s, t), . . .) = 0 (3)
. . . (4)

where:
v bus voltage
pf line powerflow
(gs, bs) bus shunt parameters
(r , x , bl , s, t) line parameters



Idea in detail (cont.)

2. Compute an equivalent power system based on results from step
1 (clustering).

Image source: Shi, Di, and Daniel J. Tylavsky. “A novel bus-aggregation-based
structure-preserving power system equivalent.” IEEE Transactions on Power Systems
30.4 (2015)



Idea in detail (cont.)

3. Add powerflow on original lines to compute flow on equivalent
lines:

pf eq
h =

∑
l∈Lh

pfl ∀h ∈ Leq

where:
Leq set of lines in the equivalent
Lh set of lines in the original aggregated into line h ∈ Leq



Idea in detail (cont.)

4. Combine voltage at original buses to compute voltage at
equivalent buses:

v eq
m =

∑
n∈Bm

wnvn ∀m ∈ Beq

where:
Beq set of buses in the equivalent
Bm set of buses in the original aggregated into bus m ∈ Beq

wn weight of bus n within Bm (from step 2)



Idea in detail (cont.)

5. Find equivalent bus shunt and line parameters that fit the ac
powerflow equations:

find gseq, bseq, r eq, x eq, bleq, seq, teq (5)
s.t. kcl(v eq, pf eq, (gseq, bseq), . . .) = 0 (6)

ohm(v eq, pf eq, (r eq, x eq, bleq, seq, teq), . . .) = 0 (7)
. . . (8)
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